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hydrated serpentine-group phyllosilicates31, with the closest
spectral match being CM carbonaceous chondrites. Foliation
fabrics arising from phyllosilicate and chondrule shape orienta-
tions observed in CI/CM chondrites have been interpreted to
result from a mixture of impact, burial, and lithification
processes32–34. It is yet unclear what gives rise to the variety of
textures observed on Bennu’s boulders, emphasizing the com-
plexity in understanding how they may interact with thermal
fatigue (see “Discussion” section).

Modeling exfoliation. Exfoliation features (Fig. 1) are commonly
observed across Bennu’s surface, occur on boulders with various
sizes and physical attributes, and appear to disaggregate con-
tiguous and intact flakes of relatively uniform thickness. All of
these observations are consistent with a formation mechanism
that is temperature-driven rather than an impact origin. On
Earth, these features develop primarily (see “Discussion” section)
as a result of thermal fatigue2. We can demonstrate the basic
mechanism that drives their formation by modeling2,12 a
boulder’s thermomechanical response to the Sun. The magnitude
of simulated stress fields in the boulder can be used to determine
whether the threshold for crack propagation may be met, and
though the model does not simulate crack propagation itself, the
orientation of the stress fields informs where and at what time of
day microcrack propagation will tend to occur. Following Molaro
et al.12, we performed 3D finite element simulations of diurnally
induced stress fields in equatorial boulders 0.2–6 m in diameter at
Bennu’s perihelion (Fig. 4) using COMSOL Multiphysics. The
boulders have properties consistent with terrestrial serpentinite
and measurements of CI/CM chondrites (see “Methods” section),
including porosities of 10% and 35%. Each boulder size is
simulated using both dense (10% porosity) and porous (35%
porosity) boulder properties.

Fig. 4b shows the maximum principal stress (where tensile is
positive) on a cross section through a spherical boulder with
diameter of 2 m at mid-morning. The Sun moves from right to
left in the image. As the right side of the boulder surface heats and
moves into a state of compression, a region of tension (the
exfoliation region) develops in the near-surface associated with
the spatial temperature gradient. The orientation of the tensile
stress is normal to the boulder surface and pointing approxi-
mately in the Sun’s direction. As the Sun moves overhead, the
location of the exfoliation region’s local maximum follows along a
plane parallel to the boulder’s surface, serving to drive microcrack
propagation along surface-parallel planes. Over time, microcracks
can coalesce into larger-scale fractures35, leading to the develop-
ment of an exfoliation flake that separates from the boulder
surface. Once an exfoliation flake has begun to disaggregate,
expansion and contraction of the flake itself aids in lengthening
the underlying crack. As the crack grows relative to the boulder
size, the rate of crack propagation increases1. When it nears a
boundary (e.g., boulder edge or material discontinuity), it may
catastrophically disrupt and disaggregate the flake. Portions of the
flake may also be disaggregated prior to catastrophic disruption
due to other processes (e.g., impacts) or thermal cracking at the
surface12. Stresses in boulders that are more porous due to
composition or damage accumulation are weaker in magnitude
(Fig. 4), but their orientations remain unchanged. Because the
stress distribution is controlled by the direction of heating, the
faces on which exfoliation occurs will be influenced by boulder
location with respect to the Sun.

Terrestrial observations show that one or more surface-parallel
fractures may develop within the exfoliation region3,7. Due to the
three-dimensional nature of the stress field, the depth to which
the stress orientation is surface-perpendicular (the exfoliation
depth) is just shallower than the depth of the local stress
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Fig. 2 Other signs of boulder breakdown on Bennu. Examples of disaggregation (a–c) and linear through-going fractures (d–f) in boulders of varying size.
The orientation of linear fractures are in the (d) WNW-ESE and (e, f) N–S directions.
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Process 1 - Thermal Fragmentation

Meter-Scale Boulder breakdown on Bennu (Molaro+2020)

Fragmentation caused by thermal fatigue is 
more effective than impacts (Delbo+2014).
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Thermal fatigue as the origin of regolith on
small asteroids
Marco Delbo1, Guy Libourel2,3, Justin Wilkerson4, Naomi Murdoch1,5, Patrick Michel1, K. T. Ramesh4, Clément Ganino3,
Chrystele Verati3 & Simone Marchi6

Space missions1,2 and thermal infrared observations3 have shown
that small asteroids (kilometre-sized or smaller) are covered by a
layer of centimetre-sized or smaller particles, which constitute the
regolith. Regolith generation has traditionally been attributed to
the fall back of impact ejecta and by the break-up of boulders by micro-
meteoroid impact4,5. Laboratory experiments6 and impact models4,
however, show that crater ejecta velocities are typically greater than
several tens of centimetres per second, which corresponds to the gravi-
tational escape velocity of kilometre-sized asteroids. Therefore, impact
debris cannot be the main source of regolith on small asteroids4.
Here we report that thermal fatigue7–9, a mechanism of rock weath-
ering and fragmentation with no subsequent ejection, is the dom-
inant process governing regolith generation on small asteroids. We
find that thermal fragmentation induced by the diurnal tempera-
ture variations breaks up rocks larger than a few centimetres more
quickly than do micrometeoroid impacts. Because thermal frag-
mentation is independent of asteroid size, this process can also con-
tribute to regolith production on larger asteroids. Production of
fresh regolith originating in thermal fatigue fragmentation may be an
important process for the rejuvenation of the surfaces of near-Earth

asteroids, and may explain the observed lack of low-perihelion, car-
bonaceous, near-Earth asteroids10.

The collisional and gravitational re-accumulation processes by which
small asteroids are formed probably result in the creation of surfaces
composed of boulders11. These boulders are broken up by microme-
teoroid impacts into the smaller particles constituting the regolith4,5. A
standard model12 that calculates the time required to form regolith by
fragmenting rocks of sizes between 1 and 10 cm by micrometeoroid
impacts shows that these rocks on the Moon’s surface will be broken
down into smaller rocks in several million years5,12. Using the known13

orbital distribution of micrometeoroids and a method14 to calculate
the impact probability of micrometeoroids with the Moon and aster-
oids (Methods), we find that the breakdown of surface rocks requires
about the same amount of time on near-Earth asteroids (NEAs; aster-
oids with a perihelion distance of q , 1.3 AU, where 1 AU is the Earth–
Sun distance) and on the Moon, whereas on main-belt asteroids (MBAs)
this time is about ten times longer than on the Moon (Fig. 1).

Boulders on the surfaces of asteroids are also exposed to cyclic diurnal
temperature variations, which cause mechanical stresses. To answer the
question of whether these stresses are large enough to induce thermal

1Laboratoire Lagrange, UNS-CNRS, Observatoire de la Côte d’Azur, Boulevard de l’Observatoire-CS 34229, 06304 Nice Cedex 4, France. 2Université de Lorraine, CRPG-CNRS, 15 Rue Notre-Dame des
Pauvres, BP 20, 54501 Vandoeuvre les Nancy, France. 3Laboratoire Géoazur, UNS-CNRS, Observatoire de la Côte d’Azur, 250 rue Albert Einstein, Les Lucioles 1, Sophia-Antipolis, 06560 Valbonne, France.
4Hopkins Extreme Materials Institute, Johns Hopkins University, Latrobe 122, 3400 North Charles Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21218, USA. 5Institut Supérieur de l’Aéronautique et de l’Espace, 10 avenue
Edouard-Belin,BP 54032,31055 Toulouse Cedex 4, France. 6Solar System ExplorationResearch Virtual Institute, Institute for the Scienceof Exploration Targets, SouthwestResearch Institute, 1050Walnut
Street, Suite 300 Boulder, Colorado 80302, USA.
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Figure 1 | Time required to break rocks on
asteroids. Symbols show the time required to
thermally fragment 90% of rocks for the nominal
values of the model parameters. The thick dashed
lines show the times at which 90% of these same
rocks are broken by micrometeoroid impacts.
a, Ordinary chondrite-like asteroid 1 AU from the
Sun; b, carbonaceous chondrite-like asteroid at
1 AU; c, ordinary chondrite-like asteroid at 2.5 AU;
d, carbonaceous chondrite-like asteroid at 2.5 AU.
Error bars show the change in the thermal
fragmentation time when model parameters are
varied within their uncertainties (Methods).
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Space missions1,2 and thermal infrared observations3 have shown
that small asteroids (kilometre-sized or smaller) are covered by a
layer of centimetre-sized or smaller particles, which constitute the
regolith. Regolith generation has traditionally been attributed to
the fall back of impact ejecta and by the break-up of boulders by micro-
meteoroid impact4,5. Laboratory experiments6 and impact models4,
however, show that crater ejecta velocities are typically greater than
several tens of centimetres per second, which corresponds to the gravi-
tational escape velocity of kilometre-sized asteroids. Therefore, impact
debris cannot be the main source of regolith on small asteroids4.
Here we report that thermal fatigue7–9, a mechanism of rock weath-
ering and fragmentation with no subsequent ejection, is the dom-
inant process governing regolith generation on small asteroids. We
find that thermal fragmentation induced by the diurnal tempera-
ture variations breaks up rocks larger than a few centimetres more
quickly than do micrometeoroid impacts. Because thermal frag-
mentation is independent of asteroid size, this process can also con-
tribute to regolith production on larger asteroids. Production of
fresh regolith originating in thermal fatigue fragmentation may be an
important process for the rejuvenation of the surfaces of near-Earth

asteroids, and may explain the observed lack of low-perihelion, car-
bonaceous, near-Earth asteroids10.

The collisional and gravitational re-accumulation processes by which
small asteroids are formed probably result in the creation of surfaces
composed of boulders11. These boulders are broken up by microme-
teoroid impacts into the smaller particles constituting the regolith4,5. A
standard model12 that calculates the time required to form regolith by
fragmenting rocks of sizes between 1 and 10 cm by micrometeoroid
impacts shows that these rocks on the Moon’s surface will be broken
down into smaller rocks in several million years5,12. Using the known13

orbital distribution of micrometeoroids and a method14 to calculate
the impact probability of micrometeoroids with the Moon and aster-
oids (Methods), we find that the breakdown of surface rocks requires
about the same amount of time on near-Earth asteroids (NEAs; aster-
oids with a perihelion distance of q , 1.3 AU, where 1 AU is the Earth–
Sun distance) and on the Moon, whereas on main-belt asteroids (MBAs)
this time is about ten times longer than on the Moon (Fig. 1).

Boulders on the surfaces of asteroids are also exposed to cyclic diurnal
temperature variations, which cause mechanical stresses. To answer the
question of whether these stresses are large enough to induce thermal
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Figure 1 | Time required to break rocks on
asteroids. Symbols show the time required to
thermally fragment 90% of rocks for the nominal
values of the model parameters. The thick dashed
lines show the times at which 90% of these same
rocks are broken by micrometeoroid impacts.
a, Ordinary chondrite-like asteroid 1 AU from the
Sun; b, carbonaceous chondrite-like asteroid at
1 AU; c, ordinary chondrite-like asteroid at 2.5 AU;
d, carbonaceous chondrite-like asteroid at 2.5 AU.
Error bars show the change in the thermal
fragmentation time when model parameters are
varied within their uncertainties (Methods).
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hydrated serpentine-group phyllosilicates31, with the closest
spectral match being CM carbonaceous chondrites. Foliation
fabrics arising from phyllosilicate and chondrule shape orienta-
tions observed in CI/CM chondrites have been interpreted to
result from a mixture of impact, burial, and lithification
processes32–34. It is yet unclear what gives rise to the variety of
textures observed on Bennu’s boulders, emphasizing the com-
plexity in understanding how they may interact with thermal
fatigue (see “Discussion” section).

Modeling exfoliation. Exfoliation features (Fig. 1) are commonly
observed across Bennu’s surface, occur on boulders with various
sizes and physical attributes, and appear to disaggregate con-
tiguous and intact flakes of relatively uniform thickness. All of
these observations are consistent with a formation mechanism
that is temperature-driven rather than an impact origin. On
Earth, these features develop primarily (see “Discussion” section)
as a result of thermal fatigue2. We can demonstrate the basic
mechanism that drives their formation by modeling2,12 a
boulder’s thermomechanical response to the Sun. The magnitude
of simulated stress fields in the boulder can be used to determine
whether the threshold for crack propagation may be met, and
though the model does not simulate crack propagation itself, the
orientation of the stress fields informs where and at what time of
day microcrack propagation will tend to occur. Following Molaro
et al.12, we performed 3D finite element simulations of diurnally
induced stress fields in equatorial boulders 0.2–6 m in diameter at
Bennu’s perihelion (Fig. 4) using COMSOL Multiphysics. The
boulders have properties consistent with terrestrial serpentinite
and measurements of CI/CM chondrites (see “Methods” section),
including porosities of 10% and 35%. Each boulder size is
simulated using both dense (10% porosity) and porous (35%
porosity) boulder properties.

Fig. 4b shows the maximum principal stress (where tensile is
positive) on a cross section through a spherical boulder with
diameter of 2 m at mid-morning. The Sun moves from right to
left in the image. As the right side of the boulder surface heats and
moves into a state of compression, a region of tension (the
exfoliation region) develops in the near-surface associated with
the spatial temperature gradient. The orientation of the tensile
stress is normal to the boulder surface and pointing approxi-
mately in the Sun’s direction. As the Sun moves overhead, the
location of the exfoliation region’s local maximum follows along a
plane parallel to the boulder’s surface, serving to drive microcrack
propagation along surface-parallel planes. Over time, microcracks
can coalesce into larger-scale fractures35, leading to the develop-
ment of an exfoliation flake that separates from the boulder
surface. Once an exfoliation flake has begun to disaggregate,
expansion and contraction of the flake itself aids in lengthening
the underlying crack. As the crack grows relative to the boulder
size, the rate of crack propagation increases1. When it nears a
boundary (e.g., boulder edge or material discontinuity), it may
catastrophically disrupt and disaggregate the flake. Portions of the
flake may also be disaggregated prior to catastrophic disruption
due to other processes (e.g., impacts) or thermal cracking at the
surface12. Stresses in boulders that are more porous due to
composition or damage accumulation are weaker in magnitude
(Fig. 4), but their orientations remain unchanged. Because the
stress distribution is controlled by the direction of heating, the
faces on which exfoliation occurs will be influenced by boulder
location with respect to the Sun.

Terrestrial observations show that one or more surface-parallel
fractures may develop within the exfoliation region3,7. Due to the
three-dimensional nature of the stress field, the depth to which
the stress orientation is surface-perpendicular (the exfoliation
depth) is just shallower than the depth of the local stress
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Fig. 2 Other signs of boulder breakdown on Bennu. Examples of disaggregation (a–c) and linear through-going fractures (d–f) in boulders of varying size.
The orientation of linear fractures are in the (d) WNW-ESE and (e, f) N–S directions.
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• Independent of object size / gravity

• Production rate ~ thermal cycle & temperature change



Process 1 - Thermal Fragmentation

Twain Harte Dam Rock Exfoliating (Colins+18)

Fragmentation caused by thermal fatigue is 
more effective than impacts (Delbo+2014).
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Space missions1,2 and thermal infrared observations3 have shown
that small asteroids (kilometre-sized or smaller) are covered by a
layer of centimetre-sized or smaller particles, which constitute the
regolith. Regolith generation has traditionally been attributed to
the fall back of impact ejecta and by the break-up of boulders by micro-
meteoroid impact4,5. Laboratory experiments6 and impact models4,
however, show that crater ejecta velocities are typically greater than
several tens of centimetres per second, which corresponds to the gravi-
tational escape velocity of kilometre-sized asteroids. Therefore, impact
debris cannot be the main source of regolith on small asteroids4.
Here we report that thermal fatigue7–9, a mechanism of rock weath-
ering and fragmentation with no subsequent ejection, is the dom-
inant process governing regolith generation on small asteroids. We
find that thermal fragmentation induced by the diurnal tempera-
ture variations breaks up rocks larger than a few centimetres more
quickly than do micrometeoroid impacts. Because thermal frag-
mentation is independent of asteroid size, this process can also con-
tribute to regolith production on larger asteroids. Production of
fresh regolith originating in thermal fatigue fragmentation may be an
important process for the rejuvenation of the surfaces of near-Earth

asteroids, and may explain the observed lack of low-perihelion, car-
bonaceous, near-Earth asteroids10.

The collisional and gravitational re-accumulation processes by which
small asteroids are formed probably result in the creation of surfaces
composed of boulders11. These boulders are broken up by microme-
teoroid impacts into the smaller particles constituting the regolith4,5. A
standard model12 that calculates the time required to form regolith by
fragmenting rocks of sizes between 1 and 10 cm by micrometeoroid
impacts shows that these rocks on the Moon’s surface will be broken
down into smaller rocks in several million years5,12. Using the known13

orbital distribution of micrometeoroids and a method14 to calculate
the impact probability of micrometeoroids with the Moon and aster-
oids (Methods), we find that the breakdown of surface rocks requires
about the same amount of time on near-Earth asteroids (NEAs; aster-
oids with a perihelion distance of q , 1.3 AU, where 1 AU is the Earth–
Sun distance) and on the Moon, whereas on main-belt asteroids (MBAs)
this time is about ten times longer than on the Moon (Fig. 1).

Boulders on the surfaces of asteroids are also exposed to cyclic diurnal
temperature variations, which cause mechanical stresses. To answer the
question of whether these stresses are large enough to induce thermal

1Laboratoire Lagrange, UNS-CNRS, Observatoire de la Côte d’Azur, Boulevard de l’Observatoire-CS 34229, 06304 Nice Cedex 4, France. 2Université de Lorraine, CRPG-CNRS, 15 Rue Notre-Dame des
Pauvres, BP 20, 54501 Vandoeuvre les Nancy, France. 3Laboratoire Géoazur, UNS-CNRS, Observatoire de la Côte d’Azur, 250 rue Albert Einstein, Les Lucioles 1, Sophia-Antipolis, 06560 Valbonne, France.
4Hopkins Extreme Materials Institute, Johns Hopkins University, Latrobe 122, 3400 North Charles Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21218, USA. 5Institut Supérieur de l’Aéronautique et de l’Espace, 10 avenue
Edouard-Belin,BP 54032,31055 Toulouse Cedex 4, France. 6Solar System ExplorationResearch Virtual Institute, Institute for the Scienceof Exploration Targets, SouthwestResearch Institute, 1050Walnut
Street, Suite 300 Boulder, Colorado 80302, USA.
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Figure 1 | Time required to break rocks on
asteroids. Symbols show the time required to
thermally fragment 90% of rocks for the nominal
values of the model parameters. The thick dashed
lines show the times at which 90% of these same
rocks are broken by micrometeoroid impacts.
a, Ordinary chondrite-like asteroid 1 AU from the
Sun; b, carbonaceous chondrite-like asteroid at
1 AU; c, ordinary chondrite-like asteroid at 2.5 AU;
d, carbonaceous chondrite-like asteroid at 2.5 AU.
Error bars show the change in the thermal
fragmentation time when model parameters are
varied within their uncertainties (Methods).
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Space missions1,2 and thermal infrared observations3 have shown
that small asteroids (kilometre-sized or smaller) are covered by a
layer of centimetre-sized or smaller particles, which constitute the
regolith. Regolith generation has traditionally been attributed to
the fall back of impact ejecta and by the break-up of boulders by micro-
meteoroid impact4,5. Laboratory experiments6 and impact models4,
however, show that crater ejecta velocities are typically greater than
several tens of centimetres per second, which corresponds to the gravi-
tational escape velocity of kilometre-sized asteroids. Therefore, impact
debris cannot be the main source of regolith on small asteroids4.
Here we report that thermal fatigue7–9, a mechanism of rock weath-
ering and fragmentation with no subsequent ejection, is the dom-
inant process governing regolith generation on small asteroids. We
find that thermal fragmentation induced by the diurnal tempera-
ture variations breaks up rocks larger than a few centimetres more
quickly than do micrometeoroid impacts. Because thermal frag-
mentation is independent of asteroid size, this process can also con-
tribute to regolith production on larger asteroids. Production of
fresh regolith originating in thermal fatigue fragmentation may be an
important process for the rejuvenation of the surfaces of near-Earth

asteroids, and may explain the observed lack of low-perihelion, car-
bonaceous, near-Earth asteroids10.

The collisional and gravitational re-accumulation processes by which
small asteroids are formed probably result in the creation of surfaces
composed of boulders11. These boulders are broken up by microme-
teoroid impacts into the smaller particles constituting the regolith4,5. A
standard model12 that calculates the time required to form regolith by
fragmenting rocks of sizes between 1 and 10 cm by micrometeoroid
impacts shows that these rocks on the Moon’s surface will be broken
down into smaller rocks in several million years5,12. Using the known13

orbital distribution of micrometeoroids and a method14 to calculate
the impact probability of micrometeoroids with the Moon and aster-
oids (Methods), we find that the breakdown of surface rocks requires
about the same amount of time on near-Earth asteroids (NEAs; aster-
oids with a perihelion distance of q , 1.3 AU, where 1 AU is the Earth–
Sun distance) and on the Moon, whereas on main-belt asteroids (MBAs)
this time is about ten times longer than on the Moon (Fig. 1).

Boulders on the surfaces of asteroids are also exposed to cyclic diurnal
temperature variations, which cause mechanical stresses. To answer the
question of whether these stresses are large enough to induce thermal

1Laboratoire Lagrange, UNS-CNRS, Observatoire de la Côte d’Azur, Boulevard de l’Observatoire-CS 34229, 06304 Nice Cedex 4, France. 2Université de Lorraine, CRPG-CNRS, 15 Rue Notre-Dame des
Pauvres, BP 20, 54501 Vandoeuvre les Nancy, France. 3Laboratoire Géoazur, UNS-CNRS, Observatoire de la Côte d’Azur, 250 rue Albert Einstein, Les Lucioles 1, Sophia-Antipolis, 06560 Valbonne, France.
4Hopkins Extreme Materials Institute, Johns Hopkins University, Latrobe 122, 3400 North Charles Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21218, USA. 5Institut Supérieur de l’Aéronautique et de l’Espace, 10 avenue
Edouard-Belin,BP 54032,31055 Toulouse Cedex 4, France. 6Solar System ExplorationResearch Virtual Institute, Institute for the Scienceof Exploration Targets, SouthwestResearch Institute, 1050Walnut
Street, Suite 300 Boulder, Colorado 80302, USA.
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Figure 1 | Time required to break rocks on
asteroids. Symbols show the time required to
thermally fragment 90% of rocks for the nominal
values of the model parameters. The thick dashed
lines show the times at which 90% of these same
rocks are broken by micrometeoroid impacts.
a, Ordinary chondrite-like asteroid 1 AU from the
Sun; b, carbonaceous chondrite-like asteroid at
1 AU; c, ordinary chondrite-like asteroid at 2.5 AU;
d, carbonaceous chondrite-like asteroid at 2.5 AU.
Error bars show the change in the thermal
fragmentation time when model parameters are
varied within their uncertainties (Methods).
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• Independent of object size / gravity

• Production rate ~ thermal cycle & temperature change



Process 2 - Meteoroid Impacts
• Meteoroid impacts are both source and sink (depending on ejecta speed & object gravity)

• Fast ejecta:                              5 x 10-12 kg m-2 sec-1 (LADEE mission, Horányi+2015)

• Slow ejecta +  

thermal fragmentation:            5 x 10-10 kg m-2 sec-1 (~10x lower than terrestrial soil production)

High-speed Impact Ejecta  
Speed Distribution (Szalay & Horányi 2016)

Geophysical Research Letters 10.1002/2016GL069148

Figure 2. The velocity distribution function from equation (1) (black)
along with the previously derived distribution (grey) from Horányi
et al. [2015, Methods]. The vertical dashed line indicates the velocity
to reach the highest altitude visited by LDEX of 250 km. For velocities
≳840 m/s, the distribution function derived in this work is an
extrapolation.

As mentioned, we restrict our analysis to
LDEX data taken during January to April
2014. However, during the commissioning
phase of LADEE’s orbit, the spacecraft
reached altitudes up to ∼250 km until late
November 2013. While the LDEX data dur-
ing late 2013 are more variable due to
increased meteoroid stream activity, the
exponential fit derived here is consistent
with the high-altitude data profile observed
by LDEX, reinforcing our methodology.

The differential mass distribution of lunar
ejecta measured by LDEX remained inde-
pendent of the altitude, and had the form
f (m) ∝ m−(1+"), where "=0.9; hence, the
differential size distribution is f (a) ∝ f (m)(

dm
da

)
=Ca−(1+3"), with the normalization

C=3"∕(a−3"
0 −a−3"

max). LDEX measured parti-
cles above a threshold size of ath ≈0.3 μm.
The average lunar dust density profile in
Figure 1 shows the dust density for parti-

cles with radii a ≥ ath. Since the measured dust distribution is a simple power law for a> ath [Horányi et al.,
2015], we assume the power law to remain valid to a critical value a0≤ ath [Kolmogorov, 1941]. The dust density
for particles with radii greater than a is given by n(h, a)=n(h)(a∕ath)−3" where n(h) is fit to the LDEX-derived
densities for a≥ath and is assumed to remain valid for all sizes with a≥a0.

During the months of October 2013 to March 2014, LDEX observed an asymmetric dust cloud, with a peak
density slightly canted toward the Sun [Horányi et al., 2015]. The location of this peak density was found to
vary throughout the LADEE mission, following the Earth-observed variations between the HE and AH sources
[Campbell-Brown and Jones, 2006]. The direction of the cant was predicted to point slightly antisunward during
some of the nonobserved months. During the last month of the LADEE mission, when the HE and AH sources
are observed on Earth to be comparable in magnitude, LDEX did in fact find the peak density to be located at
6 LT [Szalay and Horányi, 2015a]. Therefore, we treat the lunar dust cloud to be symmetric with respect to the
apex direction for the purposes of averaging over timescales much longer than a few months. Following the
analysis in Szalay and Horányi [2015a], we assume that the azimuthal dependence is governed by the sum of
the known sporadic sources in the ecliptic plane. The complete average dust density distribution is

n(h,#, a) = e−h∕$
(

a
ath

)−3"

nw

∑
s

ws cos3(# − #s)Θ(#s − %∕2)

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
n0(#)

, (2)

where s represents each source, # is the angle from apex, Θ is the Heaviside function, #s is the characteristic
angle for each source radiant (65∘, 0∘, −65∘, and 180∘) [Campbell-Brown, 2008], nw = 8.5×10−3 m−3, and ws is
the relative weight (0.24, 0.49, 0.24, and 0.03) for the HE, AP, AH, and AA sources, respectively. The normaliza-
tion nw was determined by setting n0(0∘) = 4.5 × 10−3 m−3, the low-altitude density at 6 LT observed in April
2014 and a representative value for the average cloud. The AA source is included in this analysis to be consis-
tent with the observed nonzero density near the vicinity of 18 LT; however, its contribution is not particularly
significant to our results. The relative ratios of AP to HE/AH sources are derived from LDEX measurements
during the month of April when the dust cloud was approximately symmetric about the apex direction.
Figure 3 shows the derived average lunar dust density distribution from evaluating equation (2).

3. Calculating the Impact Gardening Rate

To determine the flux of all returning grains incident to the surface, we calculate the average ejecta surface
impact velocity, v̄0 = ∫ ve

0 vf (v)dv = 670 m/s. The flux as a function of local time is then given by

F(#, a) = n0(#)v̄0

(
a

ath

)−3"

(3)
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Fig. 4. Distribution of the SCI ejecta. (A) DCAM3 image taken at 192 s, extracted from Fig. 3D with increased 
contrast. Four ejecta rays are identified, enclosed with dashed lines, and numbered from 1 to 4 on the image. The 
scale bar and labeled boulder are the same as in Fig. 3. (B) ONC v-band image map. The line of sight of DCAM3 
at the time of Fig. 4A is shown with the yellow arrow. Numbered sectors correspond to the separate ejecta rays 
and a semicircle corresponds to the continuous ejecta curtain, both projected onto the ONC image and colored 
light orange. The white box indicates a natural pit crater northwest of the SCI crater, shown in detail in fig. S4. 
(C) Difference in ONC v-band reflectance between before and after the SCI impact. The typical reflectance factor 
of this area is about 0.018, thus the darkest regions in this map have decreased in reflectance by about 20% after 
the impact. Four discrete extended darkened areas correspond with the ejecta rays and are numbered 1 to 4. The 
same pre-impact shape model is used for both pre- and post-impact reflectance calculations (14), to emphasize 
weak reflectance changes due to ejecta deposit outside of the crater. 
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Hayabusa 2 - Small Carry-on Impactor (Arakawa+2020)

100 m/Myr



Process 3 - Electrostatic Dust Transport
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Processes connected to the local gravity, such as local land-
slides, have two difficulties to overcome. First, these processes
do not lead to local topographic maxima, and second, any ma-
terial motion must overcome the cohesive forces, which, as we
have shown above, can be substantially stronger than the gravity
force for particles smaller than 1 cm in diameter. For example,
in a gas flow of 500 m/s, 0.5 nbar, the Shao and Lu formulation
for the cohesive forces and the gravitational force are of similar
magnitude for particles 1 cm in diameter of 1000 kg/m3 density,
with cohesive forces becoming rapidly dominant as the particle
size decreases. The formulation of Scheeres et al. for the cohe-
sive forces would give significantly higher cohesive forces.

Electrostatic effects on particles are discussed in the follow-
ing section in the context of ponded deposits, but there seems
to be no obvious way in which such effects can produce dune-
like topographic structures, particularly considering the apparent
large size of the particles present.

Finally, the smooth material may be active and the dune
structure results not from deposition, but from a preferential
erosion of the smooth material. As we do not know the initial
state, the features we see may simply be a consequence of quasi-
random initial condition. Scientifically, this is a highly unsatis-
factory ad hoc explanation, but it is difficult to eliminate.

Hence, none of the alternatives offers a particularly attractive
explanation. However, explanations for the production of these
structures would benefit enormously from any future evidence
of changes.

7. Ponded deposits

As noted in Thomas et al. (2015), there are several ponded de-
posits in the Khepry and Aker regions. Morphologically, they
follow the description of those seen on 433 Eros (Robinson et al.
2001), being flat-floored and sharply embaying the bounding
depression in which they sit (Dombard et al. 2010), although
Roberts et al. (2014) stated that fewer than half the pond candi-
dates on 433 Eros have clearly flat floors. The features on 67P
are up to 160 m diameter (see Fig. 23) and therefore similar in
size to those seen on Eros (Roberts et al. 2014; their Table 1).
The SPC shape model was used to estimate a maximum depth of
35 m from the depression rim to the floor. On Eros, the ponded
terrain is relatively blue. We studied this on 67P and found no
significant color difference between the ponded deposits and the
surroundings using the five-color data set from which Fig. 23
was taken. At the time of writing, with the southern hemisphere
not yet fully illuminated or mapped, these features are only
found in the consolidated cometary material of Khepry and Aker.

Four mechanisms for ponded deposit production have been
proposed and investigated. Cheng et al. (2002b) proposed that
the pond deposit is the result of seismic shaking from impacts.
Dombard et al. (2010) have suggested that the ponds form as
a consequence of thermal disaggregation of boulder material
within the depression in a type of insolation weathering driven
by the repeated day-to-night cycling – this mechanism was pro-
posed as a cause of fracturing on 67P by Thomas et al. (2015).
The flattening is produced by seismic shaking of ponds in re-
sponse to impact. Roberts et al. (2014) have criticized this by
showing that the pond material follows the underlying topog-
raphy, which is inconsistent with the material originating by
erosion of central boulders. Electrostatic levitation of dust and
transport has been proposed and investigated by several authors.
Poppe et al. (2012) have pointed out that there is now significant
evidence for electrostatically induced dust grain transport above
the lunar surface, and they extended previous modeling work to

Fig. 23. Ponded deposits in Khepry. Image: NAC_2014-09-
18T08.07.20.370Z_ID10_1397549000_F22.

include the ponded deposits of Eros and the trapping efficiency
of dust grains by craters. They showed that grains will tend to ac-
cumulate within crater boundaries as a consequence of the pres-
ence of complex fields at crater rims, with larger grains being
trapped more efficiently. The main problem, however, is the ab-
sence of a well-defined launch mechanism. Micrometeoroid im-
pact has been proposed, but found to be insufficient in the case
of Eros (Colwell et al. 2005). For electrostatic lofting, cohesive
forces need to be account for, which leads to preferential lift-
ing of intermediate-sized (15 µm) grains (Hartzell et al. 2013).
This problem may not exist for 67P because grains are being
levitated by the sublimation process. Hence, only the preferen-
tial transport of these grains into depressions is needed. Poppe
et al. (2012) appear to demonstrate that this is feasible, although
we note the relatively small scale of the modeled crater (7 m di-
ameter) compared to our observed deposits. Finally, Sears et al.
(2015) have recently suggested that fluidization associated with
degassing should also be considered as a possible explanation,
which might in turn be related to similar mechanisms proposed
for the production of other features on comets (Belton & Melosh
2009).

8. Conclusions and discussion

There are many lines of evidence suggesting emission of non-
escaping cm-sized particles from active areas on the nucleus of
67P. Numerical models show that emission of slow-moving large
particles from the Hapi region (the region observed to be ac-
tive in the early pre-perihelion phase) leads to deposition over
much of the northern hemisphere of the nucleus. If large parti-
cles rapidly decouple from the gas after ejection from the sur-
face, then particles ejected at speeds of <0.5 m/s fail to escape
from the neck and either return to the surface of Hapi or are
deposited on the surfaces of Seth and Hathor. On the other hand,
particles faster than about 1.0 m/s either escape or collide with
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Ponded deposits on airless bodies 
(Robinson+2001; Thomas+2015)
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 A large-scale horizon glow and 
high-altitude streamers illustrated in 
sketches by Apollo astronauts (Fig. 1, 
right) were suggested to be attributed to 
submicron sized (~0.1 µm in radius) 
dust particles lofted between 10-100 
km altitude through electrostatic 
mechanisms [McCoy and Criswell, 
1974; Zook and McCoy, 1991]. 
Though the Apollo remote-sensing 
observations also indicate an excessive 
brightness in the zodiacal light [McCoy, 
1976; Glenar et al., 2011], such a dense 
dust population was neither indicated 
from the remote sensing observations 
by Clementine [Glenar et al., 2014] and 
LRO/LAMP [Feldman et al., 2014], nor 
indicated from the in-situ 
measurements by LADEE/LDEX 

[Szalay and Horányi, 2015]. Contrarily, LADEE/UVS intermittently observed a dense cloud of 
nanometer-sized particles originating from the lunar surface [Wooden et al., 2016].  

Swirl-shaped, high-albedo markings on the lunar surface 
(Fig. 2), the so-called lunar swirls, have recently attracted great 
attention because they represent locations with especially high 
science values in several aspects [Blewett et al., White Paper, 
2020; Kramer et al., White Paper, 2020]. Electrostatic dust 
transport is one of the hypotheses for the origin of these swirls. 
It has been suggested that electrostatically lofted dust particles 
may be sorted by electric fields created as a result of solar wind 
plasma interactions with lunar magnetic anomalies at the 
location of the swirls, forming high-albedo patterns due to the 
increased relative brightness of fine dust particles [Garrick-
Bethell et al., 2011]. 

1.2. Dust Transport Phenomena on Airless Bodies across the Solar System 
Beyond the Moon, a number of observations on other airless bodies also indicate the 

occurrence of electrostatic dust transport and mobilization. Dust ponds observed on asteroid 433 
Eros (Fig. 3, left [Robinson et al., 2001]) and Comet 67P [Thomas et al., 2015] were suggested to 
be caused by the deposition of electrostatically transported dust into craters on these bodies 
[Colwell et al., 2005]. Intermittently appearing ‘spokes’ in Saturn’s rings (Fig. 3, center [Smith et 
al., 1981]) were explained as a result of dust particles electrostatically lofted above the ring plane 
as a footprint of dust impact generated plasma spreading radially [Morfill et al., 1983]. Dust 
mobilization was hypothesized to be responsible for the highly smooth surface on Saturn’s icy 
moon Atlas (Fig. 3, right [Hirata and Miyamoto, 2012]) and the high surface-porosity indicated 
from thermal emissivity features of main-belt asteroids and Jupiter Trojans [Vernazza et al., 2012].  

  
Fig. 1. Left: Lunar Horizon Glow images from 
National Space Science Data Center; Right:  Sketches 
by the Apollo 17 astronaut E. A. Cernan showing a 
large-scale horizon glow (appears as a shoulder on the 
corona and zodiacal light in the central bulge) and 
high-altitude streamers [ Zook and McCoy, 1991]. 

 
Fig. 2. LRO image of the 
Reiner Gamma Swirl. 

Lunar Horizon Glow 
(Criswel 1973)
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Patched Charge Model

overcome gravity (Table S1 in the sup-
porting information). Improvements to
account for the quantized and stochastic
nature of the electron and ion fluxes to
the surface, including the possible role
of charge fluctuations [Flanagan and
Goree, 2006; Sheridan and Hayes, 2011],
still resulted in a small electrostatic force
in comparison to gravity (Table S1).

2. Patched Charge Model

Here we propose a new “patched charge
model” (Figure 1b) for insulating dust
particles on a dusty surface, based on
two key elements: (1) photoelectron
and/or secondary electron production
and (2) the formation of microcavities
between neighboring dust particles
below the surface. In most laboratory
and space conditions, in which the elec-
tron Debye length is much larger than
the dust particle radius (λDe>> a), we
will show that (1) a cavity-side surface
patch can collect unexpectedly large
negative charge due to the absorption
of photoelectron and/or secondary elec-
tron emitted from the neighboring parti-
cles, which magnitude can be much
larger than the charge on a sheath-side
surface patch due to direct exposure to
UV and/or plasma, and (2) the particle-
particle repulsive force Fc can become
the dominant electrostatic force, far
exceeding the sheath electric field force
Fe, in responsible for dust mobilization
and lofting. Our patched charge model
shows that the interactions of the insu-
lating dusty surface with UV radiation
and/or plasmas are a volume effect,
contrary to current studies that only
consider the interacting surface as a
plane boundary. Note that the charging
mechanism proposed here is fundamen-
tally different from the so-called

“supercharging” effect that is related to the motion of the sunlit/shadow boundary on the lunar surface
[Criswell and De, 1977; Wang et al., 2007].

As illustrated in Figure 1b, the blue surface patches are charged to Qb with a potential φb with respect to the
ambient plasma potential φp due to exposure to UV and/or plasma. Photons and/or electrons and ions can
come through small surface gaps, and be incident on dust particles below the surface, generating photoelec-
tron and/or secondary electron. A fraction of these emitted electrons will be absorbed inside the microcavity
and collected on the red surface patches of the neighboring dust particles. These red surface patches are
shielded from the incoming UV photons and/or electrons and ions and will be therefore charged to a nega-
tive potential φr at equilibrium; i.e., the emitted electrons with the energies lower than !e(φr! φb) cannot

Figure 1. Illustration of charges and forces on dust particles. (a) Current
charge models. An electric field E is created in a plasma sheath formed
above a dusty surface. In this case, the dust particles are charged negatively.
Forces acting on a top dust particle (blue) are Fe=QE, the sheath electric
field force; Fc, the particle-particle repulsive force; Fg, the gravitational force;
and Fco, the cohesive force between contacting particles. (b) Patched
charge model. Dust particles (gray circles) form a microcavity in the center.
Photons and/or electrons and ions are incident on the blue surface patches
of the dust particles, charging them to Qb and simultaneously emitting
photoelectron and/or secondary electron. A fraction of these emitted
electrons are re-absorbed inside the microcavity and collected on the
red surface patches of the neighboring dust particles, resulting in a
negative charge Qr.
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Process 3 - Electrostatic Dust Transport

The charging of  regolith particle is significantly 
enhanced with the presence of  microcavities, 
allowing electrostatic repelling force to 
overcome inter-particle cohesion. 

Key ingredients: ionization radiation, microcavity

Wang+2016

0.2 cm deep on a graphite surface that was electrically floated. Mars simulants (irregular shapes, 38–48μm in
diameter, major composition of silica, mass density of 1.9 g/cm!3), which generally resemble the regolith
particles of most airless planetary bodies in the inner solar system, were used in the experiments. In the
plasma experiments, a hot filament emitted 120 eV beam electrons that simultaneously generated a plasma
when argon gas was fed to the vacuum chamber (0.5–1mtorr) due to the impact of beam electrons with
argon neutral particles. In the UV experiments, a xenon excimer UV lamp was alternatively placed on the
top of the chamber to illuminate the dust particles at a wavelength of 172 nm with a spectra width of
14 nm FWHM. Dust transport and hopping trajectories were recorded with a regular video camera at
30 frames per second (fps) or a high-speed video camera (Phantom V2512) at 5000 fps.

3.1. Comparative Dust Transport Experiments

We report the results of a series of comparative experiments of dust transport with and without secondary
electron or photoelectron production. In the first set of experiments, dust particles were exposed to a thermal
plasma with an electron temperature of ~2 eV or a plasma and a 120 eV electron beam by placing the hot
filament below or above the dusty surface, respectively. Note that the observations of dust transport and
the measurements for the vertical electric field (Figure 2b) and horizontal potential (Figure 2c) profiles were
all carried out in exactly the same plasma with the bottom or top filament setup. Dust transport including the
hopping motions was only recorded when exposed to both the plasma and electron beam (Figure 3a), while
exposure to plasma alone did not result in the mobilization of the dust particles, consistent with previous
experiments [Flanagan and Goree, 2006]. The vertical electric fields generated in the plasma sheath above
the dusty surface were kept approximately constant (~16 V/cm) in both experiments (Figure 2b). A major
difference between them was that secondary electrons (SEs) were generated from the dusty surface in
the presence of the electron beam while minimized in the thermal plasma alone. These results indicate
that (1) the plasma sheath electric field alone does not generate a sufficient force to liberate dust particles
and (2) SEs emitted from the dusty surface play a role in alteration of the dust charging process and
subsequent mobilization.

Figure 3. Images of dust transport and hopping trajectories in (a) plasma and electron beam, (b) electron beam, and (c) UV
experiments. A blue square in Figure 3c indicates a hopping trajectory captured under UV illumination. Deposits of dust
particles on the surface outside the crater also indicate their hopping motions in all three images. Large aggregates up to
140 μm in diameter are lofted in addition to individual particles (38–45 μm in diameter).

Geophysical Research Letters 10.1002/2016GL069491
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 492 

Fig. 4 Initial launch velocity as a function of the radius of dust particles for both irregularly-493 

shaped LHT simulant (solid circles) and 10 µm radius silica microspheres (solid triangles), 494 

respectively. The 20 µm radius silica microspheres remained un-lofted in these experiments. The 495 

theoretical curves (solid lines) obtained from Eq. 7 are shown with  g = 1 and 5, respectively. The 496 

minimum velocity ~0.1 m/s is limited by the cutoff height in the data analysis.  497 

  498 
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 468 

 469 

Fig. 2 Stacked images showing a dusty surface and trajectories of lofted dust particles. a) Dust 470 

particles fill up a crater 1 cm diameter and 2 mm deep. A narrow focal plane normal to the 471 

boresight of the camera is in the center of the crater with the depth ~1.5 mm. Two reference lines 472 

are set separated by a small distance ~165 µm and ~0.5 mm above the surface. When a dust 473 

particle moves across both lines, its velocity is measured. A blue box (2 mm ´ 2 mm ´ 1.5 mm) 474 

is illustrated to show the dust selection criterion for analysis. A qualified dust particle needs to 475 

travel through the entire box; Stacked images showing trajectories of lofted dust particles; b) 476 

Dust trajectory outside the focal plane; and c) Dust trajectory inside the focal plane, showing 477 

self-rotation during the course of flight.  478 

Process 3 - Electrostatic Dust Transport
Lofted Grain Size-Speed Relation

Reconstructed grain trajectory

(Carroll+2020)

Bennu 
Vesc: 0.2 m/s

to collection of negative charges within microcavities. The redistribution and accumulation of68

emitted electrons within microcavaties of porous regolith continues until the regolith structure69

can no longer be maintained by the cohesive forces between particles. Bound particles are70

eventually detached from their neighbors as the electrostatic force overcomes inter-particle co-71

hesion, and are consequently ejected by the repelling electric fields.72

73

This scenario is described by the “Patched Charge Model” (8), which focuses on the charg-74

ing and dynamical characteristics of lofted regolith particles and has been verified by at least75

two independent experiments (8,9). Recent results suggest that the maximum particulate lofting76

speed ( vmax
EL ) is inversely proportional to the particle radius ( aµm, in µm): vmax

EL = 11.5/ aµm ms�1
77

(10). This low-speed ejection indicates that electrostatic escape is an effective removal process78

for sub-mm grains (here we consider grains from 1 to 100µm) on small bodies whose escape79

speed is low. The regolith loss is balanced by fine-grained material production processes, so the80

net regolith gain or loss depends on the relative efficiency of various regolith-shaping processes.81

For airless bodies in the inner solar system, the regolith balance is determined by three major82

processes: thermal fragmentation, meteoroid impacts, and electrostatic escape.83

84

Regolith Mass Balance85

Two fragmentation processes are considered as the major regolith production mechanisms -86

thermal fatigue and meteoroid impacts. Thermal fatigue is a regolith production process caused87

by repeated temperature cycle, leading to crack growth and fragmentation of surface rocks on88

airless bodies (15). The fragmentation rate depends on the dynamical properties of the body89

(heliocentric distance and rotation rate) and also the specific chemical and physical properties90

of the surface material (thermal properties and rock micro-structure). Thermal fragmentation91

is considered a major rock erosion process that is independent of the object size, though its92
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hundred J m−2 K−1 s−1/2 (ref. 1) could double the Yarkovsky orbital 
drift of kilometre-sized or smaller MBAs37. Small MBAs, which 
experience significant loss of fine-grained regolith and thermal 
inertia increase, will drift away faster from their initial orbits than 
those covered in surface fines.

Discussion
The main supply of NEAs is through the inward transport of MBAs 
by orbital resonances with Jupiter and Saturn38. Yarkovsky drift of 
small MBA bodies from their initial to resonance orbits is the key 
process that determines the supply rate and distributions of NEAs35. 
The enhanced Yarkovsky drift, caused by increasing thermal iner-
tia associated with fine-grained regolith loss, means that MBAs 
deprived of fine-grained regolith are more likely to migrate and 
leave the main belt through orbital resonances with giant planets. 
In other words, in addition to the position of a parent body with 
respect to the resonances, the mechanical and thermophysical prop-
erties associated with fine-grained regolith may also contribute to 
the delivery and distribution of NEAs. Small MBAs composed of 
materials prone to thermal fatigue and impact fragmentation are 
more likely to retain fine-grained regolith, and thus drift more 
slowly and contribute less to NEA populations. The electrostatic 
removal and Yarkovsky effect are both microscopic processes, and 
yet they can shape the dynamical evolution and impact history of 
the inner Solar System.

The fine-grained regolith removal timescale, of the order of 
millions of years, is comparable to the proposed space weather-
ing (SpWe) effects, that is, reddening and darkening of visual to 
near-infrared reflectance spectra induced by solar wind irradiation 
on airless bodies39. This suggests that surfaces of small asteroids los-
ing fine deposits may not experience sufficient solar wind exposure 
to be fully weathered. Dust samples brought back from Itokawa, an 
S-type NEA, by the Hayabusa mission show well developed SpWe 
rims caused by solar wind irradiation40–42. However, on the basis of 
the solar flare tracks and implanted solar wind 20Ne abundance41,43, 
the surface exposure duration of Itokawa particles tens of microme-
tres in size is found to be shorter than 1 kyr. This is much shorter 
than the inferred SpWe timescales, and an effective removal pro-
cess with a removal rate of tens of centimetres per million years  
was suggested41.

As shown in Fig. 2a, during the final several million years of 
the simulation, the lifetime of grains (Methods) directly affected 
by electrostatic removal (<22 μm in radius in this case) is around 
hundreds to thousands of years. This, and the average regolith 
removal timescale of about 9 cm Myr−1, are both consistent with 
the Hayabusa results41,43. While these agreements seem to indicate 
the initiation of SpWe effects to be more efficient than previously 
thought, the effects of regolith movement on the solar wind expo-
sure history remain to be examined. Also note that, in our simula-
tion, the abrupt grain size boundary assumed in the electrostatic 
removal calculation leads to a bimodal lifetime distribution for 
fine-grained populations on sub-kilometre asteroids, which is not 
likely to exist in reality. Studying the variation of grain solar wind 
exposure time as a function of particle size would provide useful 
constraints on the regolith-shaping processes.

Figure 3 indicates that small asteroids are more likely to lose 
fine-grained regolith if located closer to the Sun. A similar trend 
has been identified regarding the ratio between the Q- and S-type 
(S-complex) asteroids: Q-type asteroids, compared with S type, 
are generally smaller and more abundant closer to the Sun44,45. 
The Q- and S-type asteroids are both considered to be composed 
of ordinary chondrite material, with the S type showing redder 
spectral slope and shallower band depths, indicating the effects of 
SpWe46. It is known that the characteristics of reflectance spectra 
are also affected by the regolith grain size distribution47, and these 
effects combined with SpWe can make a coarse, weathered regolith  

surface spectroscopically resemble a non-weathered surface48. Our 
simulation results thus suggest that the spectral transition between 
S-complex asteroids may not solely reflect the extent of SpWe 
effects and the resurfacing activities (for example, close planet 
encounters49,50, rotational fission and thermally induced surface 
degradation), but also illustrates the underlying physical processes 
constantly shaping asteroids’ surfaces at microscopic scales.

Methods
Regolith grain size evolution modelling. !ree processes were considered to 
model the regolith grain size distribution evolution:
 1. fragmentation caused by thermal fatigue (frag) and meteoroid impacts 

(imp, f),
 2. high-speed impact ejecta escape (imp, ej) and
 3. electrostatic dust transport (elo").
!e regolith grain mass evolution is simulated by solving a series of ordinary  
di#erential equations for each grain size population with radii ranging between 
1 μm and 1 m:

dM

i

dt

= S

frag

− L

frag

− L

eloft

− L

imp,f

+ S

imp,f

− L

imp,ej

, (1)

where Mi is the total mass of the ith grain population and t is time. The terms on 
the right-hand side are source (S) and loss (L) rates of the aforementioned three 
processes. Extended Data Figure 1 is a schematic representation of the regolith size 
evolution model. Grains are considered to be spherical with homogeneous density 
of ρd, where ρd = 2,000 kg m−3 in the nominal case (Extended Data Table 1)  
and the mass of a single grain with radius ai is calculated using m

i

= 4

3

πρ

d

a

3

i

. In 
the following, the grain unit mass (mi) and size are used interchangeably when 
describing certain functions in calculating processing rates. For example, the mass 
of a single 1 μm grain is m1 μm and the total mass of all 1 μm grains is M1 μm.

Thermal fragmentation. Fragmentation acts like a conveyor belt that transfers 
a fraction of regolith mass from larger populations to smaller ones. For a grain 
population with a unit mass of mi, the fragmentation loss rate is written as

L

frag

(m
i

) = f

area

(m
i

)w
f

(m
i

, m

f

min

)r
frag

, (2)

where farea(mi) is the area fraction of the ith grain population. This is the surface 
fraction of each size population exposed to space elements experiencing erosion 
and can be calculated as 

f

area

(m
i

) = (M
i

/a

i

)/
i

max∑

i=0

M

i

/a

i

.

We assume that the regolith is homogeneously mixed across the entire size 
range, and fragmentation does not produce submicrometre grains as described. 
The latter is to ensure mass conservation of the system, that is, fragmentation alone 
should only change the size distribution and not reduce the total mass of regolith. 
rfrag is the fragmentation rate, whose nominal value is set to be 5 × 10−11 kg m−2 s−1, 
as discussed in the main text. The fragmentation rate is suggested to depend on the 
material properties: for example, the fragmentation rate decreases with increasing 
porosity6. Since this nominal value is partly based on the result of the Hayabusa2 
SCI experiment, to account for the possible differences in asteroid surface 
properties the fragmentation rate range is chosen as 1 × 10−11–2 × 10−10 kg m−2 s−1 
to cover a difference more than an order of magnitude for the Monte Carlo 
simulation presented in Fig. 3 (Extended Data Table 1).

Note that the modelling results could change depending on regolith 
vertical structure, which is not simulated. By assuming a homogeneous regolith 
distribution, our modelling results represent a global average condition. To 
obtain a first-order understanding, other effects, such as regolith lateral mot
ion7,9,51–55, solar radiation51, object shapes, impact gardening or armouring effects, 
thermally induced surface degradation56 and other dynamical processes50,57–61, are 
not included. Effects altering regolith structure could be considered as either an 
enhancement or a reduction in the fragmentation rate on a global scale.

Since thermal fragmentation is mostly driven by temperature differences, grains 
much smaller than the thermal skin depth are expected to remain homogeneous 
in temperature and thus are expected to be less efficient in fragmentation. This is 
described by the function w

f

(a
i

, a

f

min

) = 0.5 exp(−(a
f

min

/a

i

)2) + 0.5, where a
f

min

 
is assumed to be 1 mm. The adaptation of wf means that the fragmentation rate 
for grains much smaller than 1 mm is lower by 50%. The overall results are not 
sensitive to changing a

f

min

 from 1 mm to 1 cm.
The production rate from fragmentation for the ith population, Sfrag(mi), 

is calculated by summing up the fragments contributed from larger-grain 
populations:

S

frag

(m
i
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i
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i

, m

j

)L
frag

(m
j

), (3)
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- A	Monte-Carlo	approach	 to	examine	 the	average	
regolith	evolu/on	path	of	asteroids	<	10	km	radius	
- Fine-grained	regolith	is	considered	depleted	when	
>	50%	area	is	covered	by	grains	>	0.5	mm	

- Results	
-Sub-km asteroids likely lose fine-grained regolith 

(>75% simulated asteroids with radii < 600m) 
-Fine-grained regolith depletion timescales for 

small asteroids are only a few Myrs, much shorter 
than their dynamical lifetime  
(NEAs: ~10 Myr; MBAs: ~100 Myr). 

-Because the higher UV flux, fine-grained regolith 
loss is more significant for NEA than MBA.
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- The	NEAs	is	supplied	through	the	inward	transport	of	MBAs	
by	 orbital	 resonances	 with	 Jupiter	 and	 Saturn,	 which	 is	
determined	 by	 the	 Yarkovsky	 drift	 of	 small	 MBAs	 to	
resonance	orbits	(Bottke+06).	

- Increasing	 thermal	 inertia	 from	50	 to	 200-300	 J	m-2	K-1	s-1/2	
leads	 to	 ~2x	 faster	 Yarkovsky	 drift	 (Rozitis	 &	 Green,	 2012),	
allowing	 asteroids	 without	 fine-grained	 regolith	 to	 reach	
orbital	resonance	with	the	giant	planets	.	

- Small	MBAs	depleted	in	fine-grained	regolith	are	more	likely	
to	 be	 de-orbit	 and	 become	 NEA,	 due	 to	 higher	 Yarkovsky	
drift.

Implications

(fine-grained 
rich) (fine-grained poor)

The Yarkovsky and YORP effects 379
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Figure 8. Surface roughness parameter sensitivity of the ‘shape-average’ Yarkovsky effect acting on Gaussian random sphere asteroids. (a) Yarkovsky orbital
drift as a function of obliquity (x-axis) and surface roughness (legend). (b) Yarkovsky orbital drift as a function of thermal inertia (x-axis) and Bond albedo
(legend) in the presence of ‘zero’ (thin lines) and ‘full’ (thick lines) surface roughness. (c) Enhancement of the Yarkovsky orbital drift as a function of obliquity
(x-axis) and surface roughness (legend of panel a). (d) Maximum enhancement of the Yarkovsky orbital drift for ‘full’ surface roughness as a function of
thermal inertia (x-axis) and Bond albedo (legend of panel b).

on the ‘medium roughness’ YORP effect predictions. The size of the
uncertainty can in some cases be larger than the average degree of
dampening resulting in predictions that are larger in magnitude than
the smooth surface case. Fig. 11 shows the relative ‘shape-average’
YORP effect uncertainty to the different surface roughness distri-
bution types as a function of obliquity. It demonstrates that the
relative uncertainty is roughly constant for obliquities not near the
critical angle, and it is also found to be exactly constant with ther-
mal inertia. Near the critical angle a ‘random’ surface roughness
distribution can easily induce a YORP effect where there was none
with a smooth surface, and can even produce predictions with op-
posite signs if there was a weak smooth surface one. Hence, the
region from 40◦ to 60◦ obliquity is not plotted in Fig. 11 as the rel-
ative uncertainty in this region is very large. In general, the relative
uncertainties produced by the ‘patchy normal’ surface roughness
distributions are about four times larger than those produced by the
‘normal’ distributions, and again the ‘wide’ distributions produce

relative uncertainties that are about twice as large as the ‘narrow’
distributions.

3.2.2 (1620) Geographos and (6489) Golevka

To test that the parameter dependencies identified in Section 3.2.1
are applicable to derived shape models of real asteroids, the same in-
vestigations are applied to the light-curve-derived and radar-derived
shape models of Geographos and Golevka, respectively. The Ge-
ographos shape model consists of 2040 facets and the Golevka shape
model consists of 4092 facets, compared with the 1152 facets used
in the Gaussian-sphere shape models. The same properties listed in
Section 3.1 are used again for pseudo-Geographos. From the radar
observations, Golevka was determined to have a size of 0.685 ×
0.530 × 0.489 km3 with an uncertainty of 0.03 km in each dimen-
sion, a rotation period of 6.026 h and an orbital semimajor axis of

C© 2012 The Authors, MNRAS 423, 367–388
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society C© 2012 RAS
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Effects on Orbital Evolution



- Grain	size	vs.	Space	weathering	(SpWe)		
- Removing	fine-grained	material	leads	to	a	coarser	surface			
➡	bluer	spectra	

- Increasing	SpWe	➡	redder	spectra	

- S-complex	(S,	Sq,	Q-types)	asteroids	
- Current	hypothesis:	ordinary	chondrite	 (OC)	composition	
with	different	degree	of	SpWe.	

- Q-type:	 mostly	 with	 diameter	 <	 5	 km	 &	 at	 lower	
perihelion	(Binzel+04;+19)	

- More	Q-type	NEA	than	MBA	(Lin+15)	
- Large	 OC	 grains	 with	 SpWe	 show	 Q-type	 spectra	
(Hasegawa+19)	

➡	S-Q	transition	may	reflect	the	abundance	of	fine-grained	
regolith,	in	addition	to	other	effects	(DeMeo+23)

Implications
Effects on VIS-NIR Spectra

vector measured from “line η”, noting that Δη=0 places an object
exactly on the formal border between the Sq- and Q-type classes:

= = + +
Space Weathering Parameter

PC PC2 1 .50
1.0541

1
3

Our “Space Weathering Parameter” is identical to what is termed as
the “spectral parameter” used by Binzel et al. (2010; see their Supple-
mental Information). The distance Δη is measured along the dimension
parallel to the slope of line α, owing to their correlation discussed in
Section 4.3.

In the following section we correlate the spectral properties of Q-,
Sq-, and S-type NEOs relative to perihelion distance. We note that
spectral slope, as a proxy for space weathering, has been previously
correlated with perihelion distance by numerous researchers, including
Marchi et al. (2006a,b). While our findings (Section 8.2) are consistent
with these earlier studies, our Space Weathering Parameter is com-
pletely independent of spectral slope and instead tracks alteration in
spectral features (using the full 0.45–2.45 μm spectral range) that
mimic laboratory measured space weathering alteration effects
(Brunetto et al., 2006). (Section 3.3.2 discusses in detail the in-
dependence from spectral slope of the PC1’ and PC2’ principal com-
ponents.) Thus we present an independent analysis of space weathering
trends that confirms earlier findings. Here we seek to extend the limits
in interpreting these results.

8.2. Space weathering and resurfacing processes in the inner solar system

Fig. 16a presents our raw data for 195 NEOs falling in the category
of Q-, Sq-, to S-types that are thought to follow the progression from the
freshest (presumably resurfaced) objects to those having the most
weathered surfaces (Binzel et al., 1996). Near-zero and negative values
of the Space Weathering Parameter generally carry the Q-type taxo-
nomic label. Those having the largest values for the Space Weathering
Parameter fall into the category of S-types. Intermediate between these
two are the objects typically classified as Sq-types. As a first step in our
analysis, we abandon these familiar taxonomic labels and use the Space
Weathering Parameter (Section 8.1) as a continuous variable to bin the
data along the dimension of increasing perihelion distance. These
binned results show a clear progression toward increasing space
weathering with increasing perihelion distance, a result (as noted
above) shown previously by Marchi et al. (2006a,b) based on spectral
slope.

As a basis for discussion, we assume a simplistic scenario where the
surfaces of NEOs in the inner solar system are caught in a “tug-of-war”
between the unceasing process of space weathering versus episodic
resurfacing events. Fig. 16b depicts arbitrary boundaries for the pur-
pose of facilitating our discussion, placing the data into three regimes:
objects that have undergone some (presumably recent) process to “re-
fresh” their surfaces, objects that have extensively weathered surfaces
possibly to the point of saturation, and objects in an intermediate state
between these two. We consider each of these regimes in turn under the
supposition that the degree of space weathering (as estimated by our
parameter) is a function of surface exposure time. Certainly this is an
over simplification as susceptibility to space weathering is likely subject
to other factors such as compositional variations and the abundance (or
absence) of regolith itself.

For the region labeled “Saturated Space Weathering” (Fig. 16b), we
consider that surfaces could reach this state through different histories.
Most straightforwardly, these could be surfaces that have rested passively
with regolith grains exposed to the space environment for an extended
length of time, likely ≥ 106 years. (See Brunetto et al., 2015 for a dis-
cussion of space weathering timescales.) It is also possible that surfaces
with the greatest values for the Space Weathering Parameter may have
become “saturated” by an active process involving repeated resurfacing
events followed by extended periods of weathering. Under this scenario,

each new orientation exposing a regolith grain to space gives the op-
portunity for that exposed facet to become weathered before being re-
arranged again. After multiple re-arrangement events, surface grains
become weathered on all sides (the culinary equivalent of being “sau-
téed”) and thus are saturated by space weathering. Once saturated, fur-
ther re-arranging of the regolith results in no new exposure of any “fresh”
grains. As a consequence, an NEO with a “saturated” regolith could
undergo one or more additional resurfacing events that afterwards yields
no discernable change in surface spectral characteristics. In other words
for a saturated surface, a subsequent major resurfacing event may not

(caption on next page)
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Fig. 4. Reflectance spectra with the space-weathering process for ordinary chondrites measured at an incident angle of 30◦ and reflection angle of
0◦, demonstrating the effect of the particle size and space weathering on the spectra of ordinary chondrites. With the increase in particle size and
degree of space weathering, the appearance of bluish and reddish spectral slopes increase, respectively. In particular, the chip sample retains the
Q-type spectrum, even with the progress of space weathering. (Color online)

is used, which is 3400 kg m−3 (Consolmagno et al. 2008).
For the particle triaxiality ratio, the typical triaxiality ratio
1:

√
2:2 of Itokawa particles is used (Michikami et al.

2018). It is assumed that particles are blown away
when they are facing the maximum cross-section. As
per the estimation, it is possible that particles smaller
than 100 µm can escape from the surfaces of 31 small-
sized Q-type asteroids that are less than approximately
0.5 km in diameter with a perihelion of less than 0.4 au.
Binzel et al. (2019) and Graves et al. (2019) demon-
strated that the distribution of the spectral slopes of
S-complex and Q-type asteroids decrease with the decrease
in the perihelion and size. This result validates the escape
mechanism due to solar radiation pressure.

Due to solar radiation pressure or electrostatic force,
particles smaller than 100 µm can escape from the sur-
faces of asteroids that are smaller than 0.5 km with a
perihelion close to the Sun, or from asteroids that are
smaller than 0.3 km. However, 110 Q-type asteroids cannot
be explained using the centrifugal force, solar radiation
pressure, or electrostatic acceleration mechanisms alone.
One possibility is the uneven distribution of particles on
the asteroid surface. On 25143 Itokawa, fine particles
were observed in low-gravity areas (Fujiwara et al. 2006).
Tardivel, Sánchez, and Scheeres (2018) simulated the local-
ization of particles on the asteroid surface by the effect

Fig. 5. Relationship between the particle size and particle velocity. Con-
ductor (Carbon) data are obtained from Hasegawa et al. (2001). The
relationship between the particle size and velocity for regolith particles
is similar to that of conductor particles.

of centrifugal force. Therefore, small particles may be
collected at low-potential local areas, and particles smaller
than 100 µm may be eliminated from most areas by cen-
trifugal force in combination with solar radiation pressure
and/or electrostatic force.

However, these mechanisms cannot explain the release
of small particles on asteroids with large perihelion such
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Summary

Bennu

Ryugu

Itokawa

• Processes considered in asteroid regolith size evolution simulation:  
(1) thermal fragmentation, (2) meteoroid impacts, & (3) electrostatic dust lofting.

• Low-speed (~ m/s) electrostatic dust removal drives a coupled regolith loss on sub-km asteroids.

• Modeling results are consistent with recent mission results:

• Surface residence time for grains 10s μm is than < 103 yrs, consistent with Itokawa particles 
(Nagao+11, Noguchi+14)

• Modeled regolith cum. size distribution indices range from -3 to -2,  
consistent with Bennu & Ryugu results (e.g., Michikami+19, Burke+21).

• Sub-km asteroids likely deplete in fine-grained regolith and show a boulder-rich scenery.

• Depletion timescale: 1.1/4.3 Myr @ 1AU/2.5AU for 1-km-radius asteroids << dynamical lifetime.

• Implications: The orbital evolution and surface reflectance spectra of small asteroids are likely coupled to 
their regolith evolution, related to the delivery of NEAs and distributions of S-complex asteroids.



Ongoing / Future Work
• Reflectance Spectroscopy + eDust Transport 

• Size-sorting effect on regolith reflectance spectra
• See Elena Opp’s presentation

• Lucy images of small Main Belt Asteroids
• 152830 Dinkinesh

• C/A 450 km on 2023/11/01
• Dimension: 0.82 km
• Semi-major axis: 2.19 AU

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/1f/
Asteroid_%28152830%29_1999_VD57_Lucy_flyby_diagram.jpg

• 52246 Donaldjohanson
• C/A 922 km on 2025/04/20
• Dimension: 3.9 km
• Semi-major axis: 2.38 AU
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Xu Wang

• Electrostatic Dust Analyzer

• PIC-simulation of eDust Lofting
Jan Deca


